College Curriculum Committee Meeting  
1:00 p.m., May 1, 2018  
Pugh 150

Members present: James Goodwin, Carolyn Kelley, Naibi Mariñas, Corene Matyas, Mark Rush, Jon Stewart, Shawn Weatherford, Gene Witmer

Cognizant Dean: Joe Spillane

Meeting called to order at 1:00 p.m.

New course proposals (UCC1)

1. PCB 3XXX Cancer Biology (Item 12258)—Conditionally approved.
2. BIO 7XXX Statistical Ecology (Item 12250)—Recycled.
3. BSC 4XXX Computational Tools for Research (item 12249)—Recycled.
4. BOT 6XXX Phylogenomics (item 12248)—Recycle.
5. PHI 3XXX Reasoning (item 12498)—Conditionally Approved.
6. GEO 3XXX Geographical Sciences & Sustainability (item 12285)—Recycled.
7. *GEO 4XXX Applications in GIS for Zoonoses and Disease Ecology (item 10669)—Recycled.
8. *GEO 6XXX Applications in GIS for Zoonoses and Disease Ecology (item 10666)—Recycled.

NOTE: An * indicates an item previously reviewed and recycled by the CCC

Course Modification Proposals

1. ECO 4400 Game Theory and Applications (item 12505)
2. LIN 6323 Phonology 1 (item 12524)—Conditionally approved.

Curriculum Modification Proposals

1. Eight Term Tracking—Philosophy (item 12496)—Approved.
2. Eight Term Tracking—BS in Medical Geography (item 12471)—Conditionally Approved.
3. Eight Term Tracking—BA in Medical Geography (item 12470)—Conditionally Approved.
4. Eight Term Tracking—BA in Environmental Geosciences (item 12469)—Conditionally Approved.
5. Eight Term Tracking—BS in Geography (item 12468)—Conditionally Approved.
6. Eight Term Tracking—BA in Geography (item 12467)—Conditionally Approved.
7. Eight Term Tracking—Portuguese (item 12522)—Tabled.
8. Eight Term Tracking—Biology (item 12512)—Conditionally Approved.
9. Eight Term Tracking—History (item 12554)—Conditionally Approved.
10. Eight Term Tracking—Computer Science (item 12566)—Approved.
11. Eight Term Tracking—African American Studies (item 12568)—Recycled.
13. Eight Term Tracking—International Studies (item 12603)—Approved.